#1 Best-Selling Amazon Author Jose Feliciano Launches His Newest
Release 'Passion for Possibility'
Moving Beyond Believing into Knowing
DALLAS, Nov. 17 /PRNewswire/ -- Following the success of his 2 Hour House book and seminar series,
author Jose Feliciano recently released his newest book, "Passion for Possibility - Moving Beyond Believing
Into Knowing."
Feliciano's belief that "Success unshared doesn't do much" is the central theme of the book, with engaging
stories and insights, from becoming his sibling's legal guardian at the age of 18, to reaching the professional
milestone of being honored with the Crystal Eagle Award with Woodbury Financial Services (a subsidiary of
The Hartford) ranking his Texas firm, Feliciano Financial Group, #1 in the country.
Passion for Possibility designs a template for personal success, as he shares his exceptional family story and
the art of communication he learned from his two deaf-mute parents.
The book offers an insightful look at how to achieve a successful life through directed planning and clear
communication. Never taking life's gifts for granted, Feliciano stresses the art of becoming the best version of
one's self. Throughout the book, practical examples of trust, partnering and inspiration demonstrate how, with
dedication and focus, the impossible is possible.
As Feliciano explains, "Part of our process is to ensure the best for our clients. Never assuming, never being
complacent and continually searching for ways to improve our company and client service. Life is about
paying it forward."
The author recently presented portions of his keynote address, Passion for Possibility, as part of the
Napoleon Hill Foundation's 100th anniversary celebration of the business classic Think and Grow Rich where he shared the stage with Bob Proctor, John Gray, and Mark Victor Hansen, co-author of Chicken Soup
for the Soul.
Available nationwide, Passion for Possibility is available through Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, and the
author's website: http://www.josefelicianobooks.com
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